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PHT P&IC CONTROL PROGRAM REVIEW

This information is intended to supplement the controls lectures with additional
information on the digital control computer application to Primary Heat Transport
Pressure and Inventory Cor:trols with implementation details and some considerations
for control improvement or innovatior:.

These notes are based on DNGS-A information from 1992 and so may be dated

PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT
- PRESSURE and INVENTORY CONTROL OVERVIEW

The primary heat transport system (PHT) is the system which transfers the heat
energy from the reactor (heat source) to the boilers (heat sink). It is important that the
PHT is able to accommodate some mismatch in energy between the reactor and the
boilers as these systems are very dynamic a!ld can be subjected to unexpected upsets.

The PHT experiences approximately a 45 C temperature increase across the reactor
(from Reactor Inlet Header @ 265 C to Reactor Outlet Header @ 310 C) and this
energy change is passed to the boilers so that the temperature at the pump suction is
approximately 263 C.

The heat transport system consists of the main circuit, the pressurizer, the bleed
condenser, the bleed cuoling heat exchar.ger and the purification circuit. It is very
important to consider all aspects of the heat transport system interactions as there is a
high degree of coupling between interfaced systems and so interaction effects can be
significant (and perhaps unexpected ).
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FIGURE #1: KEY COMPONENTS AND INTERACTIONS FOR THE HTS
PRESSURE AND INVENTORY CONTROL

Main Circuit

The mission for the main circuit is to maintain a cooling flow across the fuel in the
reactor core. To do this, a subcooling saturation margin must be maintained to ensure
that coolant boiling does not occur to provide adequate heat transfer while preventing
cavitation of the main circuit pumps.

The inventory inputs to the main circuit are the flows from the Feed valves (CV13 and
CV14) and the Reflux valve (CVJ I) and as well the gland seal flows for the main
pumps. The gland seal flows maintain a relatively constant low flow value while the
feed and reflux flows are controlled as part of the pressure and inventory logic. The total
flow into the heat transport system is monitored such that if the reflux flow increases (i.e
to control the bleed condenser pressure), the feed flow is decreased to keep the total
inflow relatively constant.

Inventory will also be transferred to the main circuit, to sustain the main circuit pressure,
from the pressurizer if the main circuit pressure is too low - that is if the pressure in the
HTS is below that in the pressurizer.
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The inventory outflows from the main circuit are via the Bleed valves (CV3 and CV4)
to the bleed condenser and as well to the pressurizer if the main circuit pressure is too
high - that is, the pressure of the HTS is above that of the pressurizer.

Pressurizer
The mission for the pressurizer is to immediately provide or accept inventory as required
to maintain the main circuit pressure at the specified design value (usually 9.9 Mpa at
power conditions).

The pressurizer is a large vessel which is controlled at saturated conditions via heater
controls to provide a pressure source for the main circuit. If the main circuit pressure is
low, inventory will flow from the pressurizer to the main circuit outlet header via the
connection nozzle. If the outlet header pressure is too high, expansion inventory will
flow frem the main circuit into the pressurizer via the connection nozzle. In this way,
the pressurizer acts as a giant snubber or dashpot to accept or give up inventory in an
attempt to keep the main circuit pressure quite stabie.

Direct inventory transfers into or out of the pressurizer are via the connection nozzle to
the reactor outlet header. As mentioned, there are five heaters in the pressurizer which
are used to raise the pressurizer to saturated conditions. One of these heaters is
designated as a variable heater which should be on approximately 35% to accommodate
for ambient system heat losses. Once the selected variable heater approaches maximum
signal, the remaining four heaters are all automatically switched on in an on/off manner.

Steam bleed valves (CV7 and CV8) provide pressurizer over pressure control regulation.
As the pressure increases, the four on/off heaters will be switched off and then the
variable heater signal will decrease until it reaches 0%. There is then a deadband of a
few percent with no heaters (to allow the pressure to stabilize without any inventory
transfer). If the pmssure continues to increase (say due to a compressive effect by too
much inventory being transferred from the reactor outlet header into the pressurizer via
the connection nozzle), then the steam bleed valves will ]:Jegin to be stroked
proportionally more open. The steam flow from the pressurizer (which should help drop
the pressurizer pressure) is transferred into the bleed condenser - so the inventory
remains within the heat transport system boundary.

As weli, High Pressure Relief Valves are also provided on the pressurizer, independent
ofthe control system, so that ifthe pressure rises too high, the PRY's will discharge
steam directly to the bleed condenser to protect the integrity of the pressurizer.
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Bleed Condenser

The bleed condenser is an intermediate prcssure reduction vessel which accepts
inventory from the heat transport system (at pressures of9.5 MPa@265 C) via the
bleed valves.

The bleed condenser is usually controlled at 1.6 MPa pressure which has a saturation
temperature of approximately 204 C. Pressure control is either by cooling reflux flow
through a U-tube type heat exchanger inside the bleed condenser or hy cooling spray
flow which is injetced directly into the bleed condenser vapour space.

Steam can also be admitted to the bleed condenser from the pressurizer via the steam
bleed control valves or via the high pressure reliefvalves. In addition, cold inventory
can be introduced to the bleed condenser via the spray cooling valve (CVI2). Reflux
control (cooling flow through exchange coils) provides the primary pressure control for
the bleed condenser via CVII but this flow does not provide an inventory input to the
bleed condenser.

Outflow from the bleed condenser is via the level control valves LCV 23 and LCV 24
which are used to regulate the bleed condenser level to approximately the I meter
posiiton. This bleed condenser outflow actually passes through the bleed cooler heat
exchanger.

Bleed Cooling Heat Exchanger:

This heat exchanger accepts fluid from the bleed cooler at approximately 202 C and
cools this fluid flow to about 54 C. The flow rate is determined by the bleed cooler level
control valves so that if the inflow to the bleed condenser increased, the level would
begin to be forced up and would require an increase in outflow to maintain the bleed
condenser level. This will increase the flow through the bleed cooler heat exchanger,
pre.senting a larger cooling load for the bleed cooler.

Two control valves are provided in a split range manner on the recirculated cooling
water (RCW) system to provide shell side cooling for the bleed cooler heat exchanger. A
small temperature control valve (TCV-36) is adequate for low loads (say up to 15
Kg/sec), but a larger TCV (TCV-37) is activated for larger flows to prevent significant
temperature variations.

The bleed cooler heat exchanger should be able to handle flows of up to 40 Kg/s while
maintaining the temperature below 60 C. It is important to maintain the temperature
below 70 C since higher temperatures than this can effect the IX resin and release
chloride ions to the heat transport circuit. Chloride ions can then lead to long term
damage by initiating stress corrosion cracking, and so these conditions must not be
allowed to occur.
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A second, temperature override control system is provided to monitor the outlet
temperature from the bleed cooler heat exchanger. If the bleed cooler outlet temperature
rises above 60 C, then the override controller begins to assume control of the bleed
condenser level valve and close it in so that the hot flow through the bleed cooler tube
side is reduced while the cooling flow through the shell side is maximum. In this
manner, the bleed cooler effluent temperature is very quickly reduced below 60 C (i.e.
the temperature control overrides the level control and lowers the temperature).

Note also, that this is one control tuning opportunity to soften (i.e. reduce the abruptness
ofthe control response - decouple the interaction) the level response (as we do have
available bleed condenser capacity) and to more slowly respond to level changes
(perhaps use a wider proportional band and a slower reset time).

If this is done, then sudden inventory changes to the bleed condenser from the heat
transport system are more gradually introduced to the bleed cooler so that the cooling
capacity can be increased in a controlled manner without large temperature overshoots.
As well, it is important to include derivative control mode for the bleed caoler
temperature controller and to correctly split range the small and large TCYs (start to
open the large TCY once the small TCV is greater than 55% open) to allow sufficient
response time for the cooling RCW flows. This is one area to focus on, since some
designers allow the small valve to drive fully open before beginning to open the large
valve. Such a strategy usually leads to some overshoot since the effectiveness of the
large valve is not established until it is mor ethan 10% open and by this time the
temperature will have changed significantly.

Purification Circui~

The flow from the bleed cooler heat exchanger at I MPa and 54 C is now routed
through the ion exchange (IX) columns to remove any ionic material (activated
corrosion products, fission products from defective fuel bundles or bundle tramp
uranium) to clean-up the heat transpOlt fluid. The entire heat transport inventory can be
circulated through thdX columns within about 8 hours at 10 Kg/s.

The IX columns are protected by a differential pressure sensitive bypass circuit such that
if the differential pressure across the IX columns becomes too high, the columns are
bypassed by opening a bypass valve and the flow does not pass through the columns.
This feature is intended to prevent forcing IX resin into the flow path by too high a
pressure across the IX column which then presents a foreign particulate problem within
the heat transport system requiring a further clean-up activity. The heat transport
inventory fluid after the IX columns (or bypass) can then be directed to the heavy water
storage tank (which is the head tank for the pressurizing pumps suction) or can be re
injected into the main circuit at the main pump suction via the pressurizing pumps and
the feed valves (CV3 and CY4) or the reflux valve (CYIl).
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PHT P&IC CONTROL PROGRAM REVIEW... contin'Jed

This information is intended to supplement the controls lectures with additional
information on the digital control computer application to Primary Heat Transport
Pressure and Inventory Controls with implementation details and some considerations
for control improvement or innovation. The best way to be able to program a control
application is to fully understand the necessary operations and then to document these
performance requirements as program rules that can then be implemented by control
1 ••oglc.

This material follows-on from the presentation in P&ICl.doc

Solid Mode Heat Transport Pressure Control- Analog

• Solid mode operation is conducted with the pressurizer isolated from the main heat
transport system.

• Pressure control within the solid mode heat transport system is completely by
operation of the feed and bleed control valves.

• Wide range pressure control for the heat transport system is provided by analog
control of the feed (CV13 and CVJ4) and bleed (CV3 & CV4) control valves. The
feed valves aJ:efail-open style while the bleed valves arefail-closed.

• Two pressure controllers are provided (PICS and PIC6) and each controller controls
one feed and one bleed valve via a split range control strategy.

• The pressure controller (PICS or PIC6) must respond to an increase in pressure by
closing the feed valve (by an increase in signal) and by opening the bleed valve

. (also by an increase in signal). Therefore, direct action ( increase in measurement,
increase in control signal) control is required tor PIeS and PIC6.

• An adjustable purification bias is provided by a manual loading station or hand
controller (HC9) which develops an additional signal that is added to the control
signal developed by PICS and PIC6 before it is applied to the bleed valves (CV3 and
CV4).

• Increasing the purification bias will cause an increase in bleed flow so that additional
feed flow will be required to maintain the original mass balance condition under
the prevailing pressure equilibrium.

• Note that the feed gain is greater than the bleed gain so that a small change in
control signal has a larger effect on feed than on bleed and so a new feed flow/bleed
flow balance condition can easily be achieved with the higher bleed purification flow
resulting from the bias signal.

• This purification bias is desirable in that a higher clean-up rate can be set to speed up
the heat transport clean-up activity (i.e. - complete the PHT inventory clean-up
exchange in 4 hours rather than J0)
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Solid Mode Bleed Condenser Pressure Control - Analog

• The reflux valve (CVII) is afai/-open control valve (air-to-close), but a direct
acting pressure controller (PIC9) is required (as will be explained in a few
sentences). If the pressure increases above the setpoint of 1.6 Mpa, then the control
signal will increase to provide more reflux flow in an attempt to lower the bleed
condenser pressure.

• This signal increase from PIC9 will be added to the feed signal from PICS and PIC6
so that the total feed signal is increased and the feed valves will close more to reduce
the feed flow in compensation for the expected additional reflux flow (i.e. totai
inflow to the PHT remains relatively constant).

• The output signal from PIC9 will also be subtracted from the pressure control signal
from PICS and PIC6 to provide a decrease in control signal to reflux valve CVI I so
that CVII drives more open to increase the reflux flow to correct for the original
pressure increase in the bleed condenser.

• A low limit function of lOrnA is applied to the PIeS and PIC6 signals prior to being
sent to the subtractor relay. This limiting will prevent large feed demands from PICS
and PIC6 (i.e. very low signal values) from requesting correspondingly large reflux
flows unless they are specifically asked for by PIC9 due to the bleed condenser
pressure.

Solid Mode Feed and Bleed and Reflux Operation - Analog

• Assume that the PHT pressure and bleed condenser pressure are steady at their
setpoints when the PHT pressure drops slightly.

• PICS and PIC6 will respond to the decrease in heat transport pressure with a
decrease in control signal. The feed valves will drive more open and the bleed valves
will drive more closed causing a net increase in the inventory input to the heat
transport system.

• Now by this control response, the bleed flow to the bleed condenser has been
decreased by the change in the control signal from PICS and PIC6 and so the bleed
condenser pressure will begin to fall.

• At the same time, the control signal to the reflux valve, CV II will be decreased
since the PICS and PIC6 signal is lower, so a smaller signal is sent to CVII - so

. reflux valve goes more open and reflux flow begins to increase (also helping to raise
the PHT pressure back toward the setpoint).

• However, the bleed condenser pressure begins to drop away from the setpoint (due
to higher reflux flow and lower bleed flow).
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Solid Mode Feed and Bleed and Reflux Operation - Analog...continued

• Now PIC9 responds with a decrease in control signal, so that a smaller signal is
subtracted from the PICS and PIC6 signal and so the reflux valve CV I I drives more
closed - less reflux flow to help arrest the pressure drop in the bleed condenser.

• The revised PIC9 control signal decrease is also added to the PICS and PIC6 signals
for fced controI, so the feed is increased marginally to sustain the heat transport
pressure with the lower reflux flow. The end result will be morefeed with less bleed
and less reflux allowing the pressure to stabilize in the heat transport system.

• Now as the heat transpOli system pressure hegins to recover, the heat transport
pressure will start to rise so that Pies and PIC6 will respond with an increase in
control signal which closes in the feed valve and opens the bleed valve to increase
the net outflow from the heat transport system.

• The increase in Pies and PIC6 signals will close in the reflux valve a little to reduce
the reflux flow (helping with the rising heat transport pressure problem).

• Now the increased bleed flow will begin to raise the bleed condenser pressure and so
PIC9 will respond with an increase in control signal.

• This PIC9 signal is subtracted from the PICS and PIC6 signal to drive the reflux
valve CVII more open (more reflux to correct the bleed condenser pressure) and as
well is added to the PICS and PIC6 signal to drive the feed val·ve more closed (to
compensate for the increase in reflux flow).

• The end result will be more bleedflow and more reflllxflow to balance the bleed
condenser pressure, with less feed flow being supplied to the heat transport system.
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Solid Mode Pressurizer Pressure Control - Analog

• In this mode of operation (with the pressurizer isolated from the main circuit),
pressurizer pressure control is maintained by PIC3 driving the steam bleed valves
and the heaters.

• Steam bleed valves CV7 and CV8 are air-to-open valves and are controlled by PIC3
to correct for a pressurizer high pressure condition.

• PIC3 is a direct acting controller so that an increase in pressurizer pressure will
cause an increase in control signal which drives CV7 and CV8 more open.

• The PIC3 control signal is also applied to the variable heater (with a suitable
deadband between heater shut-off and stearn valve opening) via an iDverting III
transducer.

• As the PIC3 control signal decreases, the inverting III will increase the control signal
to the variable heater, increasing the heater output. Normally, the variable heater
should reach some equilibrium value that just matches the ambient heat losses for
that pressurizer (i.e. 35% signal).

• If the pressure in the pressurizer continues to drop, the PIC3 signal wil! decrease
until a current alarm (PS3) is tripped to turn on the on/off heaters.

• Note that the heaters are protected by a low level interlock which will not allow
power to be applied to the heaters unless the pressurizer level is above 0.9 meters.

1"\ .... .... 1 ".
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Considering in an open loop response manner:

- (assuming we start with a low pressurizer pressure condition)

• If the pressurizer pressure is low, then PIC3 signal will be low and all of the on/off
heaters will be energized with the variable heater at maximum.

• The stearn bleed valves would be closed under these conditions.

• Now as the pressurizer pressure increases, t.'le control signal from PIC3 wi!! increase
and eventually all of the on/off heaters will be de-energized (just before the variabie
heater signal begins to decrease from 100%).

• As the pressurizer pressure continues to increase, the PIC3 signal increases and the
inverting 1/1 reduces the signal applied to the variable heater so that less energy is
applied to the variable heater.

• Eventually, as the pressure rises, the PIC3 signal will increase such that the variable
heater has zero signal applied (i.e. turned off).

• Now a tieadband of approximately I rnA is applied to the control signal to ensure
that the effect of the variable heater being off is recognized before the steam bleed
valves begin to open.

• If the pressure continues to rise, the PIC3 signal increases and the steam bleed valves
(CV7 and CV8) begin to drive open (with all heaters de-energized).

• With no heat source and an increasing pressure sink (to the bleed condenser) the
pressurizer pressure should begin to drop.
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Bleed Condenser Pressure Control - Reflux Coutrol by DCC

• The preferred bleed condenser pressure control is by reflux flow under DCC (P&IC
Control program).

• The setpoint for the bleed condenser pressure control is J.6 Mpa. Bleed Condenser
DCC pressure control of reflux regulation is via CVII as described previously in
concert with the main circuit pressure control in solid mode or in concert with the
pressurizer level control in normal mode.

• That is to say, the request for reflux flow can be inhibitcd by a large bleed flow
request in solid mode (i.e. heat transport pressure is too high) or by a high
pressurizer level condition in normal mode (i.e. too much inventory). Otherwise, the
bleed condenser pressure will be regulated by throttling CV II.

• The interfacing system importance of the bleed condenser pressure control must be
emphasized. Changes applied to the rejluxjlow, as a result of bleed condenser
pressure disturbances - perhaps due to a pressurizer level problem - can change the
totalfeedjlow which can effect the pressurizer level which in turn can alter the
bleedflow again which ultimately has an effect on the bleed condenser pressure
again.

• The control tuning suggestion for bleed condenser pressure control would be to use a
lower control gain and perhaps a slightly faster reset rate (i.e. decouple or detune
the bleed condenser from the PHT effects) so that bleed condenser pressure
problems are responded to in an over-damped (i.e. not in a cyclic) manner.

• This approach will allow an initial disturbance to be damped out and eliminated
rather than to set up a continuous interacting loop performance of excitation and
excitation response which can lead to jittery control at all times.

• Nme that this has been a problem at some stations in the past contributing to the
need for early replacement of the bleed condenser reflux U-tubes due to
vibratiorJchaffing damage.
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Bleed Condenser Spray Control- Back up, Analog Only

• If the bleed condenser pressure control was not successfully controlled by reflux
control, the spray valve CV12 provides a back-up pressure control means.

• The spray fluid is the discharge (feed flow stream) from the pressurizing pumps and
is approximately 54 C which is quite cold in comparison to the flashed saturated
fluid at 204 C in the bleed condenser.

• Bleed condenser pressure control by spray flow is not as desirable as reflux flow
since the spray flow places an extra, unnecessary inventory load on the IX columns
as the spray fluid is already clean. As a result, spray control is reserved for use as a
back-up control means.

• Spray valve CV12 is an air-to-open valve so that if the bleed condenser pressure
rises above the setpoint, an increase in control signal is required to open CV12 more
to provide increased spray cooling to reduce the pressure.

• PICI2 is therefore a direct acting controller (i.e. increasing measurement,
increasing control signal).

• The setpoint for PIC12 is staggered or offset above that of the bleed condenser reflux
pressure controller by about 200 KPa.

• If the reflux controller is unable to maintain the pressure at 1.6 Mpa, then as the
pressure rises to I.8 Mpa, the spray control will also begin to act.

• Usually, the spray control (which is very effective due to the 150 C temperature
difference between the spray and bleed fluids), only needs to actfor a short period
oftime in order to arrest the pressure increase and to allow control to be resumed by
reflux control at the lower pressure.' .

• lbe spray control is inhibited ifL'le bleed condenser level is high (above 3.8 meters)
to avoid forcing the bleed condenser solid (filled with fluid) and then pressurizing it
to the feed pump discharge pressure (say 14 Mpa).

• The spray control is also inhibited if the bleed condenser pressure is very high
(above 5 Mpa) as the pressure control is obviously not working and the bleed
condenser may well be close to (or returning from) bemg in the solid state (and there
may be a bleed condenser level indication problem).

An £\1 "" 1
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Bleed Condenser Level Control - Analog LICl2

• The bleed condenser level is controlled by outflow regulation by manipulating level
control valves CV23 and CV24.

• These valves are the air-to-open style and so if the level rises above the setpoint, the
control signal must increase so as to drive the valves more open (i.e. a direct action
control is required for LICI2).

• The bleed condenser level is controlled at approximately 0.9 meters level and there
is considerable margin for operation (for example, we had mentioned that a high
level inhibit on spray control is applied at levels above 3.8 meters).

• Consequently, it makes sense to take a more relaxed control approach with the bleed
condenser level so that load changes applied downstream to the bleed cooler heat
exchanger are more easily accommodated.

• For example, assume that the bleed flow suddenly increases from 10Kg/sec to 40
Kg/sec as the inflow to the bleed condenser (say due to testing the level in the
pressurizer). If we are very strict on the level control strategy (i.e. tight tuning) then
the change ill level will velY quickly be passed on to the outflow in order to try to
keep the level at 0.9 meters - this means that the nem' step change in 30 Kg/s of hot
bleed wii! be passed on as a step load change to the bleed cooler heat exchanger
and it may be difficult to maintain temperature limits during such load changes.

• It would be a superior approach to allow the bleed condenser level to accumulate
somewhat and to gradually ramp up the outflow rate as the bleed condenser level
nses.

• To do this, we can again select a relatively wide control proportional band (i.e. low
control gain) with a moderate reset rate. The outflow via CV23 and CV24 will ramp
up from 10 Kg/s to 40 Kg/sec over several seconds time (as the bleed condenser
level rises to integrate the inflow/outflow differential).

• By subjecting the bleed cooler heat exchanger to a ramped load change rather than a
step load change, we should have more success at maintaining tighter temperature
control with little risk of high temperature spikes (note we are solving a control
problem (temperature) by considering a separate control application (level) ).

• This response will be described in more detail later on - but for now it is sufficient to
recognize that we can reduce disturbances (where they can be accommodated by
existing system capacitances) to facilitate the corresponding downstream control
corrections.
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PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT - PRESSURE and INVENTORY CONTROL

Bleed Cooler Temperature Controller - Analog TICl5

• The bleed cooler heat exchanger effluent temperature is controlled by temperature
control valves TCV36 and TCV37 which admit flows from the recirculated cooling
water (RCW) system.

• TCV36 (the small valve) is an air-to-close valve while TCV37 (the large valve) is an
air-ta-open valve. In this way, TCV36 will fail open and TCV37 will fail closed
upon loss of instrument air supply.

• The controller for this temperature application, TICI5, is specified with a reverse
control action (increase in measurement, decrease in control signal). TICI5 should
also be specified as a three tem::. control1er to provide proportional, reset and
derivative response to try to maintain as tight a control as possible on the
temperature deviation.

• The nCl5 control signal is split ranged to the two temperature control valves so
that the large valve will just start to open once the small valve has reached 55%
open.

• The control signal from nCl5 is applied to a direct calibrated III transducer for
TCV36 and a reverse calibrated 1/1 transducer for TCV37.

• This strategy allows time for the large valve to become em~ctive - remember that a
control valve will usually follow an'S' curve for general performance with little
flow change as the valve first opens (say to about 20% open - particularly if the
opening valve is in parallel with an already open valve), then the valve will perform
quite effectively from 20 - 80% open followed by a lower flow versus control valve
opening characteristic over the last 20% of the valve stroke.

• Originally, this split range control had'been specified with the large valve (TCV37)
opening once the small valve reached 100% open. Of course, this approach lead to
considerable delays iii obtaining the necessary additional coolingflow from the
large valve resulting in large temperature overshoots following load disturbances.

• As a result, operators repeatedly 10wered the temperature setpoint by more than 10 C
to avoid the high temperature conditions (until the control condition could be
corrected). Notice that this is an energy wasting situation in that whatever bleed flow
has been selected (usually a minimum of 10 Kg/s) must be warmed the extra 10 C at
all times upon reinjection into the main circuit. .
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Bleed Cooler Temperature ControlIer - Analog TIC15..... continued

• As the bleed effluent temperature Increases, the control signal from TIe15
decreases. This decrease in control signal is applied to TCV36 (air-ta-c1ose) and so
TCV36 is driven more open.

• If the temperature continues to increase. then the control signal from TIC15
decreases further and eventually drives, via the reverse calibrated III transducer,
TCV37 (air-to-open) open once the signal exceeds the 55% open value for TCV36.

• For a control performance example, assume that the temperature is held at the
setpoint of 54 C with the small temperature control valve 49% open with a steady
bleed condenser outflow of 10 Kg/s (matching the bleed flow from the HTS into the
bleed condenser).

• If the bleed condenser outflow now began to increase (say at an incremental rate of
one additional Kg/sec), then TIC15 will respond by decreasing its control signal and
driving TCV36 more open.

• TCV36 need only increase a few percent (6%) before the large valve, TCV37, stans
to drive open. TCV37 is a much larger capacity valve and very quickly is able to
match the cooling capability to the increased ramping heat exchanger load with a
peak temperature rise (overshoot) of perhaps 2 C above the setpoint.

• These control changes combined to produce a very effective temperature control
loop performance:

- derivati ve mode,
- tighter tuning,
- earlier split range opening ofTCV37 (more overlap on split range), and
- reducing the magnitude of the applied disturbance (ramp rather than step).

• One interesting effect that was noted by the operators for this system during early
unit operation was the systematic temperature cycle of the bleed cooler effluent
temperature and this problem was atuibuted to the tuning of TIC15.

• However, it was later found that this temperature cycle was actually introduced by
problems in the recirculated cooling water system (RCW).

• The temperature cycle was originated in the RCW (to which not very much attention
had been paid) and then this disturbance was passed to the bleed cooler by the RCW
flow through TCV36 and TCV37.

• The RCW flow through TCV36 and TCV37 was stable but the temperature of the
RCW was cyclic.
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Bleed Cooler Temperature Controller - Analog TIC15.....continued

• The lesson to be learned here is to carefully identify all control system interfaces
and clearly establish the dynamic performance and effects for each interface.

• Many times, a sophisticated control scheme's performance can be unintentionally
degraded because of the poor performance of an interfaced system (which may be
treated as a trivial system with little importance!).

• Usually, these interfaces can be found by establishing an equilibrium control
condition and then setting the control valve to manual so that the control signal and
hence the control valve is fixed.

• Then look to see if the contro{[ed parameter is still cyclic even though the
manipulated parameter has been held constant - this is usually the hint that some
external system or influence is effecting the control loop performance in an
unanticipated manner which must then be explored further in order to apply the
necessary remedial action.

Temperature Override of Bleed Condenser Level Control- Analog TIC16

• As mentioned earlier,it is important to not apply a high temperature to the IX resin,
otherwise chlorides can be released from the resin to the HTS and these chloride ions
can promote stress corrosion cracking in the HTS.

• This condition then is avoided by the use of a high temperature override on the
bleed cooler he..t exchanger outflow.

• A second bleed effluent temperature controller, TlCI6, monitors the bleed cooler
outlet temperature and provides a back-up means oflimiting high temperatures.
TlCI6 is a reverse acting. straight proportional controller with a setpoint of 65 C.

• As long as the bleed effluent temperature is below 60 C, the control signal from
TlC16 will have no effect. The lowest control signal from the direct acting
controller LICI2 and the reverse acting TlCI6 are selected by a low signal selector
for application to the level control valves CV23 and CV24.

• Normally, with the effluent temperature at 54 C (well below 65 C), the control signal
from TlCI6 will be maximum (since TICI6 is reverse acting).

• This means that the control signal from LICI2 (i.e. some intermediate control signal
value - say 25%) will be selected for control ofCV23 and CV24 and the level
control of the bleed condenser will be as described previously.
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Temperature Override of Bleed Condenser Level Control - Analog
TIC16...continued

• However, as the bleed condenser level rises (forcing LICl2 output to increase), the
outflow through the bleed cooler heat exchanger becomes higher forcing a higher
outlet temperature.

• As the temperature rises above 60 C (since TICI5 is unable to effectively cool the
higher bleed flow load), the control signal from TICI6 will begin to decrease (since
TIC is reverse acting) and at some point the signal from TICI6 (which is decreasing
as the temperature rises) will be lower than the signal from LICI2 (which is rising as
the bleed condenser level rises) and so TIC16 will assume control ofthe level
control valves (CV23 and CV24).

• In this way, temperature control has overridden the level control. TICI6 wi!! close
in the level control valves as the temperature rises so that the heat load for the tube
side of the heat exchanger has been reduced to minimum while the cooling flow to
the shell side (by TICI5) is maximum.

• The temperature rise should be arrested and the temperature will eventually drop
back down below 60 C and normal level control of the bleed condenser can be
resumed.

• If the bleed cooler effluent temperature had increased to 71 C (TICI6 apparently
unable to COlltrol the temperature excursion), then the level valvcs CV23 and CV24
are tripped closed and the purification bleed flow bias is removed and can not be re
applied until the temperature drops below 54 C.
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PHT P&IC Control Program Description - Normal Mode Pres~ureControl

• In this mode of operation the pressurizer is connected to the main circuit and
pressure control is maintained by the PHT program operating the heaters (to raise
HTS pressure) or driving the steam bleed valves ( to lower the HTS pressure).

• The selected variable heater (Heater #1 or #2) is controlled proportionally by the
DCC to correct for reactor outlet header pressures (ROH) below the setpoint of9.9
Mpa.

• The pressure gain for the variable heater is 8.75 which means that if the pressure
drops to 9.785 MPa, the variable heater will be at maximum.

• If the pressure rises above 9.9 MPa, the variable heater signal will be zero. Ifthe
pressure is at the setpoint (9.9 MPa) , tllcn the error is zero and the proportional
control term is the bias term.

• The variable heater signal will increase if the pressure decreases below the ROH
pressure setpoint or if the pressurizer temperature decreases below the computed
pressurizer saturation temperature setpoint. This is an anticipatory control strategy in
that we know if the pressurizer inventory is below saruration temperature, that we
will have a negative pressure excursion soon.

• The bias value is tuneable temperature component parameter so that ambient losses
can be compensated for. The ambient losses required approximately 35% variable
heater signal to maintain the ROH pressure at 9.9 MPa.

• The variable heater will be controlled by the DCC to maintain the ROH pressure at
9.9 MPa with the pressurizer temperature at 309.6 C.

• The OIi/offheaters (Heaters #3 - #6, and as selected either #1 or #2) will be activated
if the ROH pressure drops below 9.78 MPa. The on/off heaters will remain on until
the ROH pressure rises above 9.817 MPa. At this pressure, the variable heater would
be approximately 73% on and should be able to restore the pressure to 9.9 Mpa (i.e.
exceeds the ambient losses).

• The on/off hcaters control logic also have a temperature component that will turn
the on/off heaters on if the pressurizer temperaturc drops ruore than 3.5 C below the
computed pressurizer saturation temperature.

• The on/off heaters will remain on due to temperature until the temperature rises to
within 2.8 C of the computed saturation temperature setpoint.
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PHT P&IC Control Program Description - Normal Mode Pressure Control

• If the temperature should rise above 9.9 MPa while the on/off heaters are on due to
the low pressurizer temperature, the on/off heaters will be tripped offby the positive
ROH pressure error signal (i.e. pressure greater than 9.9 Mpa overrides the low
temperature condition).

• As mentioned previously, a low pressurizer level override is provided to protect all
the pressurize heaters. If the pressurizer level is below 0.9 meters, then all heaters
will be tripped off and power can not be applied to the heatcrs until the pressurizer
level rises above 0.9 meters.

• The stcam bleed valves CV7 and CV8 are controlled by the DeC to correct for high
reactor outlet header pressures.

• A deadband of 0.03 MPa above the setpoint of9.9 MPa must be exceeded before the
steam bleed valves will begin to drive open.

• A control gain of 5.5 is provided so that CV7 and CV8 will drive from closed to
open as the reactor outlet header (ROH) pressure changes from 9.93 to 10.1 I MPa.

Normal Mode Pressurizer Pressure & Temperature DCC Signal Selection

• Triplicated narrow range pressure transmirters are provided for each of the four
ROHs.

• If all threc pressure transmitter signals for that header are rational, the median signal
is selected as the representative pressure signal for that header.

• The /rig/rest of the four ROH median pressure signals is then selected for use in the
pressure error calculations.

• If one of the ROH triplicated pressure transmitter signals is rational but drifted (i.e.
differs from the other two ROH pressure signals by more than 0.06 MPa ), that
signal is alarmed and rejected from use by the control program.

• Under these conditions (i.e. one drifted transmitter), the higher of the remaining two
pressure transmitter signals for that header is selected as the representative pressure
signal for that header.

• If all of the triplicated pressure transmitters for a header are drifted (i.e. not
validated) the condition is annunciated and the highestpressure signal is selected to
represent the pressure in that header.
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Normal Mode Pressurizer Pressure & Temperature DCC Signal
Selection•..continued

• If one of the header pressure transmitter signals is irrational, the irrational signal is
alarmed and rejected.

• The higher of the two rational signals is selected to represent the header pressure.

• If two pressure transmitter signals for a header are irrational, the condition is
annunciated and the remaining rational signal is seiected to represent the pressure in
that header.

• If all three narrow range pressure transmitters for a header are irrational, the wide
range pressure transmitter signal for that header is selected to represent the pressure
in that header.

• If all three narrow range pressure transmitters and the wide range pressure
transmitter for one header are irrational, then no pressure signal exists for that
header, and the P&IC control program willfail-off

• The pressurizer temperature signals are processed in an identical manner to the
pressure signals.

• The drift range for the pressurizer temperature signals is 3.5 C.

• If the triplicated pressurizer temperature narrow range and the wide range
temperature backup signals are all irrational, the control program will fail-off.
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Normal Mode pressudzer Level DCC Control

• In this mode of operation, the pressurizer is connected to the main circuit and the
pressurizer level is controlled by the PHT program driving the feed valves (CVI 3
and CVI4) and the bleed valves (CV3 and CV4).

• As well, the operation of the reflux valve (CVII) must also be considered as the
reflux flow contributes to the net inflow to the HTS.

• Ifthe pressurizer level is low, the DCC will tend to drive the feed valves more open
and the bleed valves more closed to restore the level back toward the setpoint in a
proportional only fashion.

Pressurizer Level SetDoint Reactor Power Compensation
• The pressurizer level setpoint (for four pump operation) is ramped from 3.64 meters

(at ZPH) to 6.43 meters (at IOO%FP) to compensate for HTS main circuit inventory
expansion (swell) over the power range operation.

• For example, if the power is increased from some steady state value, the inventory
would swell causing a level increase in the pressurizer.

• However, if the pressurizer level setpoint correctly characterizes this level versus
power change, then the setpoint will rise as the level is changing so that no level
error is recognized.

• This is a very desirable achievement since power changes do not then require any
changes to the feed and bleed equilibrium condition.

• Note that if the level curve is incorrectly characterized, that a considerable inventory
transfer must take place. If the setpoint is raised too quickly, unnecessary feed flow
is requested to try to achieve the new higher level setpoint and then once the main
circuit inventory actually expands, this additional inventory must be bled back out
via the bleed valves to again lower the pressurizer level to the setpoint level.

• The reactor power value from the reacter regulating centrol program (i.e. PUN =
reactor linear power value) is filtered and then used to calculate the pressurizer level
setpoint. The filter parameters are tunable to allow the implementation of correct
pressurizer le,el characterization.

• However, if the PUN value is irrational (i.e. beyond design specification limits) or
stale (i.e. not updated within the expected program execution iteration time), then a
default setpoint is substituted for the calculated value.
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Normal Mode pressurizer Level DCC Control..continued

• The default setpoint is 6.43 meters (the normal lOO%FP value) so that ifRRS is
turned-off on the master DCC at low power, the pressurizer level would suddenly be
revised to 6.43 meters requiring an extensive inventory transfer by feed flow into the
main circuit (requiring operator intervention to restore the correct level).

• This would perhaps be another opportunity for some control innovation to consider
such parameters as the last I'alid reactor power reading, tlte steam power load, the
present pressurizer level, the previous valid presmrizer level setpoint, etc and use
analysis or a fuzzy logic algorithm to determine the most suitable, conditions
dependent default level setpoint.

Pressurizer Level Setpoint ROH Pressure Compensatio,!
• If the ROH pressure increased above the pressUIizer pressure, the hydraulic transfer

of inventory from the PHT to the pressurizer would cause the pressurizer level to
nse.

• An ROH pressure compensation term is applied to the pressurizer level setpoint. In
such cases, the pressurizer level setpoint would have an inventory transfer term
added to it so that both the setpoint and the level would increase together 30 as to not
require any interim con'ective feed and bleed.

• Note that ifthis was one small cycle that as the ROB pressure increased, the transfer
of invelltory to the pressurizer would begin. At the same time, the pressurizer level
setpoint is increased as a function of the ROH pressure change so that the pressurizer
level and setpoint change together with no change in level error occurring.

• Then as the ROH pressure subsides, the transfer of inventory back to the main circuit
begins. The lower ROH pressure causes a lower pressurizer level setpoint and so the
setpoint follows the level down with the level error again unchanged and we have
not complicated the original disturbance with unnecessary feed and bleed corrections
that would then, in-tum, have to be compensated for.
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Pressurizer Level Setpoint Steam Generator Pressure Compensation

• Similarly, a steam generator pressure compensation term is provided for the
pressurizer level setpoint.

• This feedforward factor will shift the pressurizer level setpoint slightly as a function
of the change in steam generator pressure.

• For example, if the steam generator pressure increased by 50 KPa, the HTS
inventory would swell (due to the higher heat sink temperature causing a higher
ROH temperature and in tum a higher pressure). This swell would cause the
pressurizer level to begin to rise.

• The stealTl generator pressure compensation term would add a small amount to the
pressurizer level setpoint so that the setpoint would start to rise as soon as thl;: steam
generator pressure changes and will be very close to the actual level change caused
so that no unnecessary bleed flow would be requested.

• These setpoint compensation terms (reactor power, ROH pressure, SG pressure) are
examples of trying to eliminate small disturbances from having a control effect so
that the cumulative control r,;-sponse is quite stable with a minimum of unnecessary
manipulated variable changes being applied.

Rapid Power Increase Effects on the Pressurizer

• It should be noted that an increase in pressurizer level will cause a rapid increase in
pressurizer pressure as the steam above the pressurizer liquid is compressed.

• The pressurizer level changes should be made relatively slowly and in small
increments to avoid overpressure conditions.

• At the same time, pressurizer level increases can cause the temperature at the base
of the pressurizer to decrease as the colder ROH fluid is forced into the pressurizer
(assuming operations below 100%FP)., likely requiring the operation of the on/off
heaters under temperature control.

• Power increases should be made over a series of steps with short pauses between
maneuvers to allow time for the pressurizer to re-achieve thermal equilibrium and
for the operator to assess the key indicators so as to confirm the unit status.
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Pressurizer Level Curves for'] & 3 Pump Operation

• If a heat transport pump trips, the reactor is immediately stepped-back to 60%FP by
dropping the mechanical control absorbers (MCA) partially into core.

• Since the total heat transport flow rate will he reduced by the loss of a main pump,
the temperature rise across 'lie core should be expected to increase resulting in a net
inventory swell.

• To compensate for the different inventory swell and possible ROH boiling for 3 or 2
pump operations, the pressurizer level setpoint is modified to request a higher level
value than would be the case for four pump operation.

• The 3 pump operation would request the pressurizer level setpoint to be 6.43 meters
at and above 75%FP (rather than to 100%Fl'). The pressurizer level setpoint is
calculated from 3.64 meters (ZPH) to 5.45 meters (@50%FP) and then more steeply
to 6.43 meters (@ 75%FP) to accommodate the expected HTS swell due to the
higher outlet temperatures.

• For example, if the pressurizer level was at 6.43 meters at 100%FP and an HTS
pump tripped, the reactor would step back to 60%FP.

• The pressurizer level setpoint would remain at 6.43 meters until the filtered PUN
va\11e decreased below 75%FP. This may require slight feeding during this interval
(which would be a safe response to maintain an adequate margin to saturation).

• The pressurizer level setpoint would then be ramped down from 6.43 meters to 5.84
meters as PUN decreases to 60%FP.

• By this time, the higher temperatures may have enough effect so that the higher
pressurizer level setpoint is correct and no feed or bleed corrections would be
required.

• But even if the level setpoint had been poorly characterized, there is not much
inventory that must be transferred (less than 0.6 meters) and so the HTS pressure
will not be lowered due to excessive, sustained controlled bleed flows.
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Normal Mode Pressurizer Level Control DCC Si\:nal Selection

• Triplicated level transmitters LT-14A1B/C are provided for the pressurizer.

• If all three level transmitters are rational, the median level signal is selected for
control.

• If one of the triplicated pressurizer level transmitters is drifted, the condition is
annunciated and that signal is rejected. The lowest of the remaining undrifted level
signals ;s then selected for pressurizer level control.

• The drift range for the pressurizer level transmitters is 0.08 meters.

• If all of the triplicated level transmitters ~re drifted, they are almmed as not
validated and the lowest of the three rational signals is selected for pressurizer level
control purposes.

• If one of the pressurizer triplicated level transmitter signals is irrational, that
condition is annunciated and the irrational signal is rejected. The lowest ofthe
remaining rational signals is selected for pressurizer level control purposes.

• Iftwo level transmitter signals are irrational, the irrational transmitter signals are
rejected and annunciated and the remaining rational level signal is selected for
pressurizer level control purposes.

• If all three pressurizer level transmitter signals are irrational, no indication of
pressurizer level exists and so the P&IC program willfail-ofJ.
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P&IC Normal Mode Bleed Condenser Control via DCC

• The PHT control program will regulate the reflux valve CVI I to control the reflux
flow to maintain the bleed condenser pressure at 1.62 Mpa.

• If the pressure in the bleed condenser increased, say due to an increase in bleed
flow, the reflux valve would be driven more open causing the pressure to drop back
down toward the setpoint.

• The control of CVII can be inhibited by the pressurizer level control- that is
pressurizer level control can override the reflux pressure control decision so that
bleed condenser problems do not initiate pressurizer level problems and possibly
PHT pressure problems.

• If the pressurizer level is above the setpoint and the feed flow is qllitfo low due to a
low bleed bias condition, then the pressurizer dofos not require additional feed input
to the PHT and so the reflux flow is blocked.

• In this case, the pressure in the bleed condenser would continue to rise until the
spray control setpoint was reached and the back-up spray control began to take
corrective control action.

• Normal bleed condenser reflux control can be resumed by increasing the
purification billS sliglzt(v so that the pressurizer level drops below the setpoint and
feed flow increases to match the increase in bleed flow. Now reflux will not be
restricted by the pressurizer level control condition.
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Bleed Condenser Pressure Control Signal Selection

• Triplicated bleed condenser pressure transmitters PT-13A!B/C are provided.

• If all three pressure transmitter signals are rational, the median signal is selected for
bleed condenser pressure control.

• If one of the triplicated bleed condenser pressure transmitters is drifted, the
condition is annunciated and that signal is rejected. The highest ofthe remaining
undrifted pressure signals is then selected for bleed condenser pressure control.

• The drift range for the bleed condenser pressure transmitters is 0.02 MPa.

• If all of the triplicated pressure transmitters are drifted, they are alarmed as not
validated and the highesr of the three rational signals is selected for bleed condenser
pressure control purposes.

• If one of the triplicated pressure transmitter signals is irrational, that condition is
annunciated and the irrational signal is rejected. The highest of the remaining
rational signals is selected for bleed condenser pressure control purposes.

o If two pressure transmitter signals are ilTational, the irrational transmitter signals arc
rejected and annunciated and the remaining rational pressure signal is selected for
bleed condenser pressure control purposes.

• If all three pressure transmitter signals are irrational, the back-up pressure transmitter
(PT-12-2) is selected for bleed condenser pressure control purposes and the program
can continue to operate.

• If all ofthe PT-13A!B/C and PT-12-2 transmitter signals are irrational, no
indication of bleed condenser pressure exists snd so the P&IC control program will
fail-off.
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PHT Control Program Failure Conditions

• The following conditions summarize those cases which would result in the P&IC
control program failing-off:

I. If all of the triplicated ROHpressure transmitters and the wide range back-up
pressure transmitter for one header are irrational.

2. If all the triplicated pressurizer temperature transmitters and backup
temperature transmitter signals are irrational.

3. If all triplicated bleed condenser pressure transmitters (PT-13A1B/C) and the
bleed condenser back-up pressure transmitter (PT-12-2) signals are irrational

4. If all triplicated pressurizer level transmitters (LT-14A/B/C) signals are
irrational

5. The analog output (AOifailuresfor both feed valves lCV13 and CVI4) or both
bleed valves (CV3 and CV4).

6. The analog output (AO) failures for both steam bleed valves (CV7 and CV8) or
AOfailures on both variable heaters (HTR #1 and HTR#2)

Automatic PHT Bleed Bias Removal

• The PHT purification bias is removed (by open circuiting the hand controller HC9
output circuit) automatically under the following conditions:

I. High bleed cooler outlet purification temperature (greater than 7I C)

2. Dual PHT Control program Loss (i.e. transfer to pseudo solid mode)

3. Receipt ofECC H20 injection valves opening signal

4. High D20 storage tank level ( level greatc: than 91%)

5. Loss of Class IV electric power supply .
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P&IC Control Program Assignment

I. Sketch and label a simple block diagram to show the relative control interactions
and exchanges for the Heat Transport System, the Pressurizer, and the Bleed
Condenser. Show how a minor disturbance in one of these systems could develop a
positive feedback contribution so that all three systems become continuously cyclic.
What is one control technique that can be used to decrease this sort of resultant cyclic
performance?

2. How is the feed & bleed control system designed so that feed corrections (to
increase the heat transport pressure) can always override the bleed action (which
attempts {O lower the heat transport pressure). Why is this important trom a safety
persepective?

3. Explain briefly how the control logic for the pressurizer level and the bleed
condenser pressure reflux control are combined to integrate and limit the reflux flow
effect for the pressurizer level.

4. Make an illustrative sketch for a control signal (0-100% or 4-20 Ma) that could be
used to operate the Variable Heater, the on/off heaters, ~l1d the steam bleed valves.
Show and explain any necessary interlocks, deadbands, or overlaps that could be
suggested for optimum control.

5. Why is the control of reflux flow preferable to spray control as the principle means
for pressure control in the bleed condenser? What are some limitations or cautions
that should be cOi1sidered when using spray pressure control (i.e. any restrictions on
the use of spray control and why)?

6. Explain a good control strategy for integrating a small and a large temperature
control valve control so that the small valve can adequateiy handle low heat load
conditions but the larger valve can quickly be brought into service as needed. What.
control modes should be specified for the control algorithm for this application?

7. What general signal quality check and selection method would you propose for a
control application which has multiple signal inputs for a common parameter? Make a
labelled logic diagram flow chart to illustrate your proposed logic.

8. What general control technique can be used to help stabilize a control application
in which small, relatively unimportant perturbations are known to occur quite often
and once applied these small upsets result in significant control response and cyclic
recovery prior to resumed stabilization. Give examples and an explanation based on
the pressurizer level control strategy.
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P&IC Control Program Assignment....continued

9. Why is it important to shift the curve for the Pressurizer Level Setpoint if one of
the main heat transport pumps should be tripped? Explain the rationale and make a
sketch to show the approximate setpoint level curve for 3 pump and 4 pump operation
to help with your answer.

10. Five conditions that would initiate automatic removal of purification bias were
listed in the lecture notes. Review each of these conditions and provide a general
perfromance requirement that would require the bias removal (i.e. briefly assess each
condition and state the general reason why bleed purification bias should be removed
in that case. then summarize your findings to state a general requirement).

II. Review the six program failure conditions presented in this lecture. In each case,
identify and state the general reason why the program execution should be terminated.
Do you think that this large program could be reorganized so that individual sections
could be failed while allowing other sections to continue to execute - provide an
example to justifj your answer (for a positive or a negative answer).

"01""\1 ,.."
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